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The industrial Internet of Things

New Opportunities
This report describes the landscape of the industrial Internet of Things (IoT) market, covering the complex
ecosystem of technology providers and how the IoT can be an enabler for digital transformation in a range
of industries.
It is intended for senior executives involved in company strategy and business planning as well as
operational executives in resource planning, sales and marketing. It is a shortened version of a longer
report that will be available separately.
In this report, we take a snapshot of the changing landscape of IoT tools, technologies and systems and
focus on the questions “what is the industrial IoT?”, “who are the main providers of IoT technology?”
and “who pays whom for what?”. To answer these questions, we reviewed leading vendor offers to
understand how they deliver diverse, innovative IoT systems, and how they overlap with digital
transformation.
We also discuss the disruptive effect of the IoT on industry, and where this may lead in the near future.
A separate ‘Observatory’ will show the Total Available Market for industrial IoT technology by revenue,
and segment it by product, country and industry.
The underlying information is sourced from structured interviews with many of the key players in
industrial IoT, one of whom explained the forces behind the current upheavals, disruptions and
opportunities:
“The first driver for the spread of IoT was the proliferation of mobile phones, which drove
down the cost of sensors – cameras, GPS, accelerometers.
“This drove down the cost of acquiring data. At the same time, Cloud computing emerged,
which provided a platform where this data could be stored and analysed relatively cheaply.
Altogether, this provides the basic framework for IoT. Other technologies such as Big Data,
AI and Machine Learning are now coming into play to help make sense of this data, taking it
to a whole new level.
Rhonda Dirvin, director IoT vertical markets, ARM

The most dramatic success stories involve digital transformation; while the industrial IoT is not the same
as digital transformation, it is a key enabler and is often the catalyst.
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Report outline
This report summarises the industrial IoT market landscape in the following sections:
•
•
•
•

•
•
•
•
•
•

Introduction; re-imagining products, processes and business models; ‘personal’ and ‘industrial’
IoT; the evolution of industrial IoT.
Who should read this report? the key business functions affected and the people/roles
involved in those functions who might benefit.
Digital transformation and the IoT; the role of IoT in digital transformation.
The six layers of technology that make up the industrial IoT; understanding the underlying
technology helps understand what the various providers offer and where they compete or
cooperate.
The main industrial IoT providers (‘who does what’); the IoT ‘ecosystem’ and the categories of
companies that offer solutions for the IoT market.
The business case for IoT; how IoT can add value and ways to get started.
The economics of IoT (‘who pays whom for what’); we provide ‘use cases’ and examples to
show how providers deliver solutions – often using new pricing and cooperation models.
Challenges and trends in industrial IoT; the main challenges and trends based on our
interviews, research and insights.
Acknowledgements: to thank all the companies that fielded executives and experts who
provided input to this report.
Further reading and research: interesting and relevant articles, books and papers, and the next
steps for our research.
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Introduction
Products re-imagined
Sensors, controls and network connectivity are now economically viable for ordinary products, not just
high value products. Every ‘thing’ with an on-off switch can be re-imagined as a smart, connected
product. An internet-connected smart phone or tablet can be the control panel for every device, and the
IoT can support monitoring, control and function delivery in new ways:
Monitoring: The IoT concept separates data sensing from its analysis and presentation. IoT assumes that
analysis of sensor data streams, not direct display, is more useful and cost effective. The ‘thing’ – a
machine, say – is connected to the internet so its sensor readings and their results after analysis can be
accessed by any other authorized internet-connected device. This can be a smartphone or tablet on the
other side of the world or an AI system learning how to operate the machine.
This allows IoT solutions to handle existing and new situations in new ways:
•

•

fleets of related equipment can be optimized:
o they are all connected, so analysis of data across a whole fleet allows optimisation of
operations across the fleet, early warning of anomalies, and lower maintenance costs
due to predictions of problems
integrations with data from other sources offers new value:
o Combining sensor readings with design and simulation models to close the loop
between design and in-service products.
o Superimposing data such as supplier, or modification history on a live video of a
product to help solve in-service problems – i.e. ‘Augmented Reality’ (AR).
o Correlating external data with operations data to improve performance.

Control: Before IoT, control commands originated from buttons, switches and sliders on the control
panel of a device, or from a remote equivalent of this panel. IoT can embed these commands in messages
to the device. These messages can originate from an internet-connected physical or virtual control panel
anywhere; or from supervisory software running on any internet-connected system.
Function delivery: Embedded software in an IoT device has the option, subject to latency considerations,
to work in conjunction with software on local or remote connected systems, to add functions ranging
from administrative to AI. All this software can be updated with or without a technician’s visit.

Processes re-imagined
IoT capabilities can impact most activities in an engineering, manufacturing and production business, for
example:
•
•
•
•
•

factory operations: single screen display of real-time status, predictive diagnostics using more
extensive business system information can improve batch prioritisation and scheduling.
engineering: real-world usage feedback can calibrate analysis models and drive next version
requirements.
commercial: terms based on usage and performance can provide competitive advantage.
sales: insight into actual usage patterns can guide actions to offer appropriate additional
products and services at the right time.
service: operation, diagnostics and maintenance can be delivered remotely; analytics enable
predictive maintenance.

Smart connected products offer remote monitoring and control as standard, and in-service configuration
plus software upgrade.
© 2018 Cambashi Limited
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Business models re-imagined
The scope of re-imagination doesn’t stop at products and processes, it also applies to the business
model. For example:
•
•

If waste containers can detect when they are nearly full, collection rounds can be scheduled as
needed, not just after a fixed amount of time.
If machines can report enough data so that ‘fix-before-fail’ can replace ‘fix-after-fail’, then
suppliers can accept more risk – and gain competitive advantage – by selling contracts based
on performance rather than selling products.

Both these examples allow the top managers of the organisation to innovate the business model with
‘servitisation’; that is, delivering a service based on a product, either as an extra – or an alternative – to
selling the product.

The evolution of industrial IoT
‘Personal’ and ‘industrial’ IoT: There are significant differences between ‘personal’ IoT and ‘industrial’
IoT. Most people working around manufacturing and industry ‘know’ instinctively what the difference is,
but it is hard to define. Rather, there is a set of characteristics that separate them:
Industrial IoT:
•

•
•

•

Is used in industrial applications such as manufacturing, utilities etc. This implies that the
solution is used on high-value equipment, it is paid for by a company rather than an individual,
and it is used for a business-critical activity where the cost of failure is high.
Requires very high reliability and security, from the sensor through to the transmission, storage
and analysis of the data collected.
Involves a large number of sensors and massive amounts of data which generally requires a
sophisticated architecture involving ‘very large cloud’ capability, ‘edge’ and/or ‘fog’
components, and product access and data routing controls.
Needs to comply with a range of international standards for communication and data transfer.

Personal IoT gained prominence before industrial IoT largely because the solutions did not need to
include many of the characteristics above, so it was possible to sell solutions quickly to ‘early adopters’
in markets such as personal fitness monitors, home heating regulation and food storage regulation and
replenishment.
As personal IoT grows and matures, the characteristics are likely to merge with those of industrial IoT
and there may be consolidation amongst providers.
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The industrial IoT adoption curve: In Common with many technology markets, IoT is following a bellcurve, with the early phases driven by innovators and early adopters, and accompanied by sometimeswild, visionary statements of the potential new concepts and capabilities.

Cambashi’s industrial IoT Adoption Curve

There are many different components to an ‘IoT solution’, as described in the ‘6 layer’ diagram further
below, and they may – individually – be at different stages. For example tools for ‘embedded software’
and ‘systems engineering’ were well-established (and were probably at the ‘early majority’ stage) well
before IoT was a popular term. These tools are essential and widely used for IoT projects (Cambashi has
been tracking this market and the players for five years and has fairly accurate figures for the market size
and distribution).
In contrast, ‘IoT platforms’ (sometimes called ‘IoT operating systems’) are relatively new combinations
of software, connectivity and cloud services. Innovators may look at these to decide if some home-built
parts of their IoT offer should be replaced with an IoT platform and they will probably need to develop
an ecosystem of suppliers and partners to deliver a complete solution.

Designing, building and operating an IoT solution
There are two steps in an industrial IoT solution and different software is required for each step:
i)

Designing and building the solution
Software tools are required to design, develop, test and manage the hardware, software,
production, delivery and use processes for the product.
However many instances of the product are made, these tools are used to support the
product development which happens once per new version or engineering change. Of
course, engineering the connected product is just one – very important – part of the project.
An IoT solution is often part of a wider initiative such as ‘digital transformation’ or
‘digitalisation’ that involves other technologies and change – both organisational and
commercial.

ii)

Operating an industrial IoT system
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An operational industrial IoT system involves some combination of the six layers, including
the smart connected devices, the connectivity and the servers. These components are in
continuous use once the system is operational and are triggered by events, conditions and
operator actions all translated into digital messages racing around the network.
These new IoT concepts have led to a new range of payment models as discussed in a later section.
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Who should read this report
Because IoT can help transform a company – internally and externally – it needs to be understood from
the strategic to the operational level, by the company providing the solutions as well as the recipient.
The diagram below shows the key business functions affected, examples of the type of people/roles
involved in those functions and the support (information) required to guide the planning process.

Who should read this report

The CEO and main board will be interested in the main trends in their industry and the opportunities
created by IoT, in order to direct the business to take advantage of the technology. The CTO will almost
certainly be closely involved at this stage – and at later stages – due to the technical implications and
possible pitfalls.
The Chief Marketing Officer and VP of Sales will want to know about the possible market segments, total
available market (‘TAM’) size, and forecasts by country and industry for the products they are planning
to introduce (or to add IoT technology to) so that they can plan the business and direct effort.
This report does not include market size estimates or projections – that will be available separately.
The VP Sales and VP Marketing will need a good understanding of the industry and ‘ammunition’ in the
form of white papers, case studies and presentations for their sales and marketing teams to use. They
may also wish to use web-based industry/sales training tools to get customer-facing staff up to speed
quickly.
The COO and VP of HR will want to know what knowledge and training their staff will need in order to
develop and/or deploy the technology. They may wish to use web-based industry training tools to quickly
on-board new people or retrain existing staff, and may need additional advisory and consulting services.
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Digital Transformation and the IoT
Manufacturers are defining and prioritising IoT projects in exactly the same way as they would treat any
new technology – “it can be done” doesn’t mean “it should be done”: they either need to build a business
case or agree to invest in a strategic change project, such as digital transformation, in order to stay ahead
of the competition.
IoT projects can offer whole new business models such as ‘product-as-a-service’ or ‘power by the hour’,
so the right people need to be involved to assess the opportunity and develop ideas to fit their
organisation’s priorities, timescales, budgets and culture.

What does a digital business look like?
Undertaking ‘digital transformation’ implies that there is an end goal; the following diagram (from the
Institute for Manufacturing in Cambridge, one of the pioneers in the IoT) gives a good idea of what this
might look like for a manufacturing organisation:

‘Digital Scenarios’, Courtesy and © J.S. Srai, Centre for International Manufacturing, Institute for Manufacturing,
2017
Srai J.S., Christodoulou P.A., Settanni E., ‘Next Generation Supply Chains: Making the right decisions about
digitalisation’, Published by University of Cambridge Institute for Manufacturing, Centre for International
Manufacturing, 2017
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A ‘digital transformation’ project may address any one or more of these areas, and IoT technology can
enable the transformation in many of them. Analogous diagrams and applications exist in the
construction industry, and other industries have their own versions.

Existing business processes may not be sufficient
Existing processes that gather requirements and define plans for projects of this type may not be
sufficient to identify the option for disruptive transformation. As the apocryphal quote attributed to
Henry Ford explains, “My customers would have asked for faster horses”. Radical and disruptive thinking
may be required to achieve the maximum benefit.

Levels of IoT maturity
Remote access is entry-level IoT. The next step is to feed asset data into analysis and control systems.
Taking an IoT approach rather than a traditional machine-to-machine approach pays off here, because in
addition to solving remote and multi-site communication questions (an internet connection is all that’s
needed), it also simplifies connection to suitable analysis software hosted in the cloud. The IoT approach
supports many configurations, so, for example, if low latency response must be guaranteed, an IoT
system can use local (‘edge’) servers to cache the data.
The ‘maturity’ spectrum of capabilities was summarised by Brett Murphy of RTI as a range from
‘monitoring’ at the simple end, through ‘optimisation’ where data from one or more assets can be
analysed and the results used by an operator to adjust settings for better performance, up to
‘autonomous’ where the IoT software makes the adjustments automatically.
Monitoring, optimisation and autonomous examples can be used inside a manufacturer’s organisation,
and may be local to the production groups. They can be transformational because they may open up the
next step for lean manufacturing initiatives.

Transforming customer relationships
It can be easier to see transformational effects from projects which offer something new to customers.
Field service and asset management are the low-hanging fruit. The transformation can be due to the
connectivity of the machines the manufacturer sells to its customers rather than the connectivity of the
machines it uses in its factories.
IoT-based predictive maintenance can transform the way products are sold to customers. For example,
aircraft engine suppliers now offer a “power by the hour” model in which customers pay for service based
on engine flying hours rather than a pre-defined service schedule. The supplier analyses engine data to
manage the customers’ engine maintenance and maximize aircraft availability. For security and
availability reasons, ground-to-aircraft communications are independent of the internet, but the same
principle can be applied to internet-connected machines.

IoT is transforming many industries
While predictive maintenance takes centre stage in the industrial machinery sector, transformation is
also happening other sectors, helped by the affordability of sensors and communications devices.
For example, in food processing, consider the slicing machines on retail meat and cheese counters. For
these relatively low cost machines, sensing is achieved by monitoring the electric current/voltage profiles
during start up; during no-load, and while cutting. So a new power cord with an integrated sensor and
Wi-Fi connectivity is all that’s needed to retrofit an existing machine. When the electricity waveform
demonstrates it’s time for a new blade, the appropriate operator or technician action can be scheduled.
© 2018 Cambashi Limited
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In agriculture, use of equipment across the whole business network is changing, from the supply of
agricultural machines to the operation of fleets in the field using GPS, automated harvest collection, and
product identification and tracking.
In construction, the trend towards off-site manufacturing and on-site assembly is being taken to the next
level in OPTIMISED, a €7m EC funded H2020 Factory of the Future project covering advanced
manufacturing in a number of industries including construction.
In retail, major retailers are taking the opportunity to use blockchain technology for distributed ledgers.
Add an IoT-enabled supply chain, and the result is real-time tracking and food security from field to checkout.
The common theme is business justification based on familiar goals:
•

Reduce costs and improve operations

•

Achieve competitive advantage by offering customers a better experience

•

Open up new revenue streams.

The balance of these three goals varies, but they are always there, whether it’s connected car in
automotive, cloud services for voice control of consumer goods, or smart metering and smart grid
architectures in utilities.
As success stories from the ‘early adopters’ become more common, the technology will be taken up by
the majority in that industry, and it will become mainstream. But there are still challenges that need to
be overcome, and different possible futures; these are discussed in a later section.
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The six layers of the industrial IoT
The 6 layers of function in a smart connected product are shown below:

Cambashi’s 6-layer reference architecture for smart connected products Copyright © Cambashi 2017

1. Mechanical parts
These are the ‘things’ and can cover anything from vehicles to component parts. Even before IoT,
mechanical parts needed metadata (an umbrella term for associated information such as 3D models,
datasheets, production and service history and so on). For a connected product, the metadata does not
have to be stored and maintained separately – it is a ‘digital twin’ of the product through design,
production and throughout the service life of the product.
2. Electronics, software, sensors and actuators
These days, every consumer and industrial item with a battery or an on/off switch almost certainly
includes software-controlled electronics (this is what makes it a ‘smart product’). Adding network
capability can be disruptive but enables the new IoT concepts, capabilities and competitive advantage.
3. Connectivity
This links ‘smart products’ to back-end systems. By making a single internet connection, connectivity to
everything else on the internet is enabled. For example, software running in shared data centres (“the
cloud”) can coordinate a fleet of many devices, each of which is connected to the internet.
Recent innovations in connectivity are further enabling IoT:
•
•

Edge computing: where servers, located close to the smart products or factories, act as
‘collection points’ for the data, and offer low latency response if needed.
Low-power wireless networks and sensors extend the life of connected products – which is
particularly important when they are difficult to reach, such as in remote or hazardous
environments.

4. Product access and data routing
Almost every connected product has more than one organisation interested in reading its data, and
sending it commands. The Product Access and Data Routing layer controls and manages who has access
to what.
5. Product-specific software applications
This is the heart of many new capabilities of smart, connected products. For example, a new capability
to observe and analyse the status of a set of connected devices, and make a plan to operate or service
them, will be provided by software in this layer.
6. Enterprise applications
Most established companies already use enterprise business systems such as ERP, MES, PLM or CRM.
Many providers of these systems are beginning to offer ‘IoT capability’ that is already integrated and
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tested with the core product. This can simplify business processes – for example, a connected device
could enable just the functions for which a customer’s subscriptions are active by obtaining this
information from the ERP sales modules.
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The main providers of industrial IoT technologies
The industrial IoT ecosystem
Industrial IoT Solutions depend on providers working together – the ‘ecosystem’ is a collection of
providers offering different products and services.
The IIC (Industrial Internet Consortium - http://www.iiconsortium.org/) uses the diagram below to
describe the framework which is recognised by most industrial IoT providers;

‘IIC’s Three-Tier IIoT System Architecture’
Source: Industrial Internet Reference Architecture (IIRA): http://www.iiconsortium.org/IIRA.htm
IIC:PUB:G1:V1.80:20170131

An architecture like this helps define boundaries and interfaces, so that technologies from multiple
providers can be integrated into a single project.
We identify three main categories of companies offering solutions for industrial IoT:

1. ‘Established’ companies
These are large, global companies with familiar names coming from many different sectors who have
recognized the opportunity and are organising – or reorganising – themselves to develop and supply
solutions for industrial IoT, often involving software and hardware:
•

•

Industrial technology – companies, many over 100 years old, with established industrial
businesses and long-established relationships with their customers. Examples are ABB, Bosch,
Fanuc, GE, Schneider Electric, Rockwell Automation and Siemens. They are in a strong position:
o to understand and develop the technology, and
o to convince their customers that they can provide a viable solution.
Semiconductors (microprocessor and microcontrollers) – established companies from the
semiconductor industry have recognized the potential of IoT and want to provide more value
(i.e. software and applications as well as chips). Examples are ARM (Softbank), Gemalto, Intel,
NVidia, NI, NXP, Qualcomm and Texas Instruments.
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•

IT technology providers – global IT companies such as HPE, IBM, Microsoft, Oracle and
Software AG have been providing IT systems for many years and IoT is a natural extension.
• Cloud storage/computing providers – Amazon/AWS, Google, IBM, Microsoft and Oracle have
built global networks of datacenters to support cloud computing and data storage. SAP, HPE
and others provide ‘specialist’ datacenters that often work with the global providers.
• Communications companies – ‘telephone and telegraph’ companies, often national suppliers
like AT&T, BT, Deutsche Telecom and NTT, provide IoT connectivity products from global
cellular through satellite to low power wide area and short range communications.
• Network Equipment providers – the routers that collect data from devices and route it to the
internet, from Aruba, Cisco, Dell, Ericsson, Juniper and others, are increasing their IoT capability
and flexibility. Electric Imp also provides connectivity and software for IoT systems.
• ‘Edge’ and ‘fog’ computing – is becoming critical to industrial IoT solutions because of the huge
amounts of data being collected by billions of sensors. Edge computers pre-process this data
before sending it to the cloud which reduces data traffic, increases resilience and improves
security (by ‘ring-fencing’ groups of devices). Edge computing is a major thrust for Cisco and
HPE. Cloud computing providers also provide edge compute capability by different means; for
example Amazon has AWS Greengrass and Microsoft has Azure IoT Edge. Companies such as
ARM, Cisco, GE Digital and Intel are active members of the OpenFog Consortium.
• Business Intelligence providers – Tableau and Splunk focus on analytics and use artificial
intelligence to generate insights, a vital part of most IoT solutions.
• Enterprise software providers – companies such as SAP, IFS and Salesforce provide IoT
capability, usually working in partnership with others in this list.
• PLM/CADCAM providers –Autodesk, Dassault Systèmes, PTC/Thingworx and Siemens all
provide IoT development platforms or integrated capability.
• BIM/AEC providers – Bentley, Hexagon and Trimble use IoT in their solutions for agriculture,
construction, logistics, security, wearables and drones.
Many of the providers above cover more than one of the ‘six layers’ shown in the ‘six layer’ diagram.

2. ‘IoT start-ups’
The role of technology start-ups is vital in getting new ideas into usable form and pulling together new
combinations of technology into a package for the market. In the very early stages, the risks mean only
innovators get involved. These innovators make difficult choices – for example, get the technology for
free from a local university? Or develop it in-house at high up-front and ongoing costs?
Start-ups explore many combinations of price and function, and market discipline guides survivors
towards selections and combinations of technologies which satisfy market needs.
Most start-ups focus on one of the six IoT ‘layers’:
• Sensor/embedded software startups – Ineda, Helium, Electric Imp.
• Connectivity startups – Ingenu, Kepler Communications, SigFox.
• Edge Computing startups – Foghorn Systems and Saguna Networks.
Some specialist companies focus on:
• Analytics – Augory Systems and Maana.
• Security – Claroty and Bastille Networks.
Many companies offer ‘IoT platforms’ and may include third-party software and consulting services.
Examples are Ayla Networks, Exosite, RTI and Zebra.
Vertically-focused companies will focus on one sector such as agriculture, aerospace, automotive,
energy, healthcare or transportation. A good example is Zipline, which provides essential medical
products in challenging terrains using drones.
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As they expand, the start-ups are likely to move into other areas, although some of them may focus on a
particular niche and others will be absorbed into larger concerns.

3. System Integrators / Management Consultants
Most major consulting/systems integration companies include IoT as an important part of ‘digital
transformation’ or ‘Industry 4.0’ (an essential part of the Fourth Industrial Revolution or ‘4IR’).
This means leveraging digital technology such as IoT to radically change the way a company works and
does business. The Internet of Things can assist in digital transformation by automating activities,
accelerating processes, enhancing performance with analytics, and improving engagement with partners
and customers.
Accenture, ATOS, Capgemini, Deloitte, EY, KPMG, McKinsey and Wipro all provide IoT services and/or
solutions, often in partnership with IoT providers.
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The business case for the industrial IoT
There are two basic business reasons for investing in IoT – efficiency and competitive advantage; the
choice depends on appetite for risk:

Efficiency
This means doing more for less. The IoT vision includes use cases of lower energy consumption, reduced
down time, lower inventories and others which reduce costs, including quality management and
regulatory compliance, with little risk of failure.
Cutting costs will save you money; cutting your customers’ costs will help you stay competitive. But an
IoT vision can offer more…

Competitive advantage
Many IoT use cases involve doing something new to steal a lead on competitors, such as:
•
•
•
•

A new (‘disruptive’) business opportunity.
A new payment model, making it easier for a customer to buy.
Enhancing an existing product or service to attract new customers or more revenue.
And on the other side of the coin, disruptive action may be needed in order to remain
competitive.

“Servitisation”, that is, selling a service in place of a product, is an important theme. For example, sell air
pressure availability instead of the fixed installation compressors used in factories. The business logic is
to allow your customers to focus on their core competence (using air pressure productively, not running
compressors); plus the fact that service delivery puts quality pressures in the right place (the compressor
manufacturer will make more money if the compressors never break). A disruptive business change,
while offering the potential for great competitive advantage, inherently involves more risk.

Recognising the opportunity
Like all innovation, it is hard to define a process which will deliver the new idea which is right for your
business. But it helps to look at the problems you want to solve, to see what your competitors are doing
and to review technology demonstrations or work with an ‘innovation centre’. Carefully study the
customers using your products and ask ‘what if?’ questions to find out what else they need, or if selling
it ‘as a service’ could provide an advantage.

Business impact
The business impact on a company using IoT will depend firstly on the overall approach: going for
efficiency is incremental and doesn’t require major changes to the business; going for competitive
advantage may require business transformation and change the relationship with the customer.

Getting started
The two ends of the spectrum are:
a) Build your own;
This could be a project ‘from scratch’ using an IoT platform and other components, or it could be a
‘proof of concept’ experiment to learn from – sometimes it is best to ‘learn by doing’.
b) Use a ready-made solution;
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This could be a ‘packaged IoT solution’ which has the advantage of ‘no baggage’ so it can bring the
very latest technology to bear on a disruptive concept. The supplier may also be keen to establish a
customer base and therefore be negotiable on price.
The choice and balance between these two will depend on budget availability, in-house expertise, the
strength of relationships with the relevant providers and the nature of the project.
In a typical manufacturing or operating company, there are two business areas where IoT can be applied:
•
•

Within the factory / operation
Beyond the factory / operation.

To help decide where to start, Maciej Kranz, in his book ‘Building the Internet of Things’ 1 identifies ‘four
paths to IoT payback’:
•
•
•
•

Connected operations, such as joining meters to a network.
Remote operations, such as asset management.
Predictive analytics, to identify an issue and quickly take corrective action.
Predictive maintenance, to increase uptime by pre-empting failures.

These solutions could be applied to any of the three areas; assessing their relative contributions to the
business will help in selecting the starting point.

1

‘Building the Internet of Things’ by Maciej Kranz, published by Wiley ISBN 978-1-119-28566-3
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The economics of the industrial IoT
Finding out who’s involved in providing a ‘solution’ is not as straightforward as it sounds. Many solutions
currently require an 'ecosystem' to deliver them and different software tools/components are used for
‘designing and building’ and then ‘operating’ the solution.
For example, a prime contractor such as KPMG or Accenture may use PTC/Thingworx or IBM/Bluemix
OpenWhisk to develop the solution, the GE/Predix or Siemens/MindSphere IoT platform to run it, and
Microsoft/Azure or Amazon/AWS cloud for hosting. IoT sensors may come from a variety of suppliers
such as Texas Instruments or Qualcomm, and edge (‘fog’) computing could be provided by HPE, Cisco or
Foghorn. Analytics and AI insights might come from an IoT cloud provider such as Amazon AWS,
Microsoft/Azure IoT Analytics, SAP/HANA or Google Analytics, or from a specialist company like Tableau
or Splunk.
As the IoT industry matures, different use cases (‘templates’) are being developed for different ‘vertical’
applications, so you may be able to find one that is a good fit with your requirement. The major players
have ‘use cases’ or ‘playbooks’ where they define a number of ‘standard’ models that can be more quickly
implemented in various vertical industries.

How Providers Work Together – “Exemplars”
Two use cases show how providers can work together in different ways:
Use case 1; Customer-designed and developed; refuse collection
The trucks sense the bins locations and how full they are using the IoT service. Real time route planning
maximizes efficiency for the collection truck. Analytics can be used on the historical data to ‘learn’ better
routes, reduce truck mileage and fuel consumption while still meeting service level agreements (which
are now written on basis of collections as needed, not by time interval).
This example requires the customer to have a good understanding of IoT technology and the resources
to be able to develop and support the measurement and connectivity electronics in the bins, the
connected monitoring and analytics software, and the way this software is used to plan and execute truck
operations.
Use case 2; Customer and System Integrator working in partnership; agricultural equipment
A different model is where the customer contracts with a systems integrator to design and install a
system.
The system allows the customer to remotely monitor the real-time health and performance of their
assets – tractors, diggers, harvesters etc. – in the field. Data analytics allows prediction of maintenance
needs and service before failure, increasing the operational availability of the equipment. A geo-fencing
feature is used to prevent misuse and theft of assets allowing the owners to enforce contract
compliance.
In this model, the support and maintenance of the system may also be contracted out – if not to the
systems integrator, then to a third party. This places less onus on the customer for IT development and
support.

Who pays whom?
As the industrial IoT market evolves, a variety of payment models are used.
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The revenues are generally collected through a combination of fees such as traditional software licences
(plus annual support and maintenance), annual subscriptions, pay-per-use, and pay-per-item.
Other innovative pricing models such as ‘percentage of profit accrued’ are also being developed.
These models will evolve as the industry matures.

Pricing models for designing and building the solution
The IoT impact on payment models for product development software tools has been small. Even though
IoT has increased demand for these tools, other pressures have led to growth of ‘subscription’ for
software licenses, displacing the more traditional sales of ‘perpetual’ software licenses plus maintenance
agreements.
However, there are examples of suppliers who offer free access to development tools, and collect
royalties on production units. This has been true for many years for microcontroller suppliers, who offer
free software development kits (SDKs) and device drivers specific to their own microcontroller boards.
More recently, some tools for embedded and cloud software development have started this approach,
typically where the provider also offers cloud services and other software.

Pricing models for operating the solution
On-premise and on-device hardware for connectivity is largely offered on a traditional sale or lease basis,
but with a monthly fee to cover connectivity to, and use of, cloud based monitoring and control software.
The monthly fee may include a certain number of transactions, or certain volume of data, or capacity of
connected servers. However, simply not handling any demand beyond this included amount is not an
option. Therefore most suppliers offer additional capacity on some type of pay-per-use basis such as
‘$0.01 per transaction’, or ‘$0.10 per gigabyte’. Where ongoing analytics are required, innovative
suppliers are experimenting with ‘pay-per-insight’.
If the project is part of a wider initiative such as ‘digital transformation’, the systems integrator will charge
for its services and broker arrangements for the component software used in the solution.
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Challenges in industrial IoT
Resolving key challenges will be essential to enable IoT to satisfy more than the innovators, early
adopters, and pilot projects of the majority. In particular, developers and users need:
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

building a business case.
better, easier security.
an accepted set of core standards.
familiarity with how to do business in a connected industry network.
fewer, more mature software/service offers described as ‘IoT platforms’.
more engineering and software staff familiar with IoT technologies.
the data ownership issue.

Trends in industrial IoT
Trend 1: Many manufacturing companies will look to their enterprise system
providers for solutions
From the point-of-view of a business system provider, the IoT is just another data source. The data needs
to be collected, collated, analysed and presented in the right context to people in the business.
The canny enterprise providers are using the sizzle of IoT to sell their existing products, while building
solid, out-of-the-box IoT solutions for use cases that their customers can easily deploy standalone or via
their existing enterprise systems. This helps overcome two of the main inhibitors to industrial IoT success
reported in recent surveys; ‘lack of expertise’ and ‘complexity’.
As well as requiring less know-how, these out-of-the-box solutions usually incorporate security
throughout, thus countering another big objection; ‘concerns about security’.
As IoT becomes pervasive, people in industry will expect their business systems to ‘just work’. That is,
their existing enterprise systems should be ‘IoT enabled’ just as they now expect them to be ‘internetenabled’ and ‘data-enabled’. People will expect to access the IoT from within their existing systems, or
IoT technology will be used to create enterprise systems that delivers business value. There will still be a
market for ‘IoT platforms and components’ but most users will consume them in a packaged form.

Trend 2: More large manufacturing companies will build their own solutions
Many CIOs of large manufacturing companies will see IoT as the opportunity to transform their IT
activities from an overhead cost to a central part of their company’s added-value.
To do this, they will need to combine the CIO’s existing domain of ‘Information Technology’ (IT) with the
‘Operational Technology’ (OT) domain which has traditionally been run by engineers (the automation,
production lines, and electronics built into products).
CIOs and other executives may work with system integrators and solution providers, but they will be
responsible for the requirements analysis, solution development, implementation and overall success.

Trend 3: More Industrials will move into the software business using IoT
technology
The IoT business case may be easier if structured to create in-house benefits from the use of the
technology, and also a new revenue stream from sales of the technology and related services. IoT
activities can be grouped together into an organisational unit that develops capabilities to satisfy inhouse needs which can also be sold to customers.
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A highly visible example is Bosch Software Innovations, which both partners with other Bosch business
units, and offers its IoT Suite for use in IoT projects.

Trend 4: IoT will be used as a catalyst for ‘digital transformation’ or
‘digitalisation’
From the point of view of top management, IoT is one important technology within the theme of digital
transformation. Digital transformation has been part of life since the earliest days of computers, and the
new low cost of sensors and communication mean digital transformation must be anticipated in every
organisation’s strategies.

Trend 5: New IoT information flows will lead to new ways of working
Accelerating and automating existing information flows will be important, but large opportunities exist
in the use of IoT for new information flows. For example, feedback from in-service products will help
designers to tune simulation models, production engineers to improve manufacturing processes and
service engineers to improve the approach to maintenance.

Trend 6: Machines and equipment will be delivered ‘IoT ready’
It is no surprise to find ‘connectivity’ in the form of an internet socket, or wifi capability, in consumer
electronics devices – TV, audio, games consoles, light and heating controls, phones, computers, printers,
security cameras and so on.
The same will apply to industrial equipment. Smart products will increasingly be designed so that
enterprise systems will easily be able to automatically discover, link to and manage them

Trend 7: Security requirements will be given higher priority.
Ever since StuxNet, the world has been aware that malware can affect every computerized device. The
old defence of an ‘air-gap’ is becoming increasingly impractical when competitive capability may depend
on cloud-connected systems (and security specialists point out that StuxNet defeated the air gap
protection which existed at the targeted nuclear facility in Iran, probably by infecting a USB stick, perhaps
one used to update the software in air-gapped machinery controllers).
Technology offers a tantalising vision of secure systems in which a chain of custody is maintained from
security protocols built into electronics up through security software components embedded at every
level.

Trend 8: Edge computing, local decision-making and deep learning
Edge computing will become more important as more devices need to be managed, in order to
consolidate the information-gathering (and reduce cloud traffic) and provide local decision-making at
high speed. Cloud computing will be used more for deep learning – i.e. processing vast amounts of data
to derive rules and algorithms which can then be passed down to the edge devices. There are good
reasons for this; firstly, more processing power can be brought to bear by using cloud computing, and
secondly, the latency involved in going to the cloud means it is inappropriate when very fast reactions
are required.
A good example of this is Tesla cars, where powerful on-board computers make fast decisions in realtime in each vehicle, while data is constantly fed back – from all vehicles – for cloud-based analysis and
deep-learning. The results of this learning are used to update the on-board software from time to time.
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Trend 9: There will be consolidation amongst the IoT providers
Early phases of almost every market lifecycle include large numbers of competing participants. IoT has
followed this pattern. Cambashi found over 350 plausible IoT platform providers in its research for this
report which suggests that consolidation can be expected. Consolidation is already visible in cloud
provision – even large companies which used to offer their own infrastructure to host IoT cloud services
are shifting to use the few companies which have invested in global networks of cloud data centres.

In conclusion
Digitalization has been an objective since the earliest days of computers. Now, with sensors and
communication making IoT affordable, it can be included in every organization’s strategy. The industrial
IoT is already having a significant effect on most industries and it will increasingly be used as a catalyst
for ‘digital transformation’.
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Further reading
•

Six Industrial IoT Articles written for The Manufacturer. Published by the Hennik Group;
http://www.themanufacturer.com/articles/whats-new-about-the-industrial-internet-of-things/
where the first article is shown, along with links to the later ones. Registration or subscription
may be required.

•

‘Building the Internet of Things’ by Maciej Kranz. Published by Wiley; ISBN 978-1-119-28566-3

•

‘Next Generation Supply Chains: Making the right decisions about digitalisation’, by Srai J.S.,
Christodoulou P.A., Settanni E. ‘Published by University of Cambridge Institute for
Manufacturing, Centre for International Manufacturing, 2017.

•

‘The Industrial Internet of Things Volume G1: Reference Architecture’;
IIC:PUB:G1:V1.80:20170131 https://www.iiconsortium.org/IIC_PUB_G1_V1.80_2017-01-31.pdf

Further research
Please make contact with Alan Griffiths at Cambashi (alan.griffiths@cambashi.com) if interested in:
•

use cases

•

case studies

•

payment models

•

market sizing and segmentation analysis.
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